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[ Syllabification (Fig. 4) 1. Perceptual shifts were observed in the Japanese and the Korean listeners. 2. The stimuli for which the perceptual shift occurred for the Japanese and the Koreans were the same ones for the English listeners. 3. Rate effects are bigger for the non-native listeners. 4. The strongest preference over CV responses was found in Japanese listeners.
1. Mean confidence level decreases as speech rate increases (Fig. 7) . 2. Koreans are less confident, even though their voicing hits for CV's are similar to the English (Fig. 8 ). 3. Non-native listeners of English who stay in the U.S. longer showed higher mean confidence levels, even though their voicing hit rates do not improve ( Fig. 9 ).
Spliced three syllables per stimulus. 372 stimuli in total. 
Found
-Non-native listeners exhibit perceptual resyllabification even more clearly than native listeners. -Voicing categorizations is influenced by the existence of native categories and is syllableposition dependent. -Subjective evaluation of performance is sensitive to length of stay in the U.S., but isn't a good index of accuracy. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Voicing
Japanese Onsets (Fig. 5) H For onsets, /b/ AE /p/ at fast rates. I Japanese preference for /p/ responses --expected from VOT differences. (Korean shows bias toward /b/.) Korean Codas (Fig. 6) H For codas, /p/ AE ? at fast rates. I Korean reduction in discrimination -/p/ and /b/ shifted toward 50 % categorization. (Japanese doesn't show this effect.)
